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Abstract: This presentation deals with blowfly
(Calliphora vicina) olfactory biosensors Their
specificity and sensitivity ere described on basis of

the previous stimulus and recovering the

spontaneous

activity level.

lect rop hysiolo gical measu rements of antenn al olfactory

In response measurements a different microelectrode
was inserted near enough to an otfactory sensillum by a

of olfactorT sensors is especially
sensitive and specific for biogenic diamines and butyric
acid stimuli, but this sensor is inhibited by l-hexanol
stimulus. The other type of olfactory sensors are dso

piezoelectric translator @urleigh) without irritating
mechanically and overstimulating an active olfactory
sensor. An indifferent microelectrode was inserted to the
distal end of the measured antennum. In the odour

e

sensillae. One type

for l-hexanol with no inhibitorv effects.

sensitive

INTRODUCTION
We are using insect olfactory sensors as sensing

for odour chemicals as diamines, alcohols, and
organic acids. The blowfly olfactory sensors nre
elements

responsible for detecting firod odours. These sensors have

not been completely clarified as regarding to their
anatomical structures and characteristics of their
physiologic function are not well known.
One type of sensor which we call a diamine sensor is
stimulated with linear biogenic diarnines, but its response
is inhibited by an alcohol, e.g. l-hexanol. The diamine
biosensor responses strongly also to butyric acid.
The ol-factory sensory cells associate sensory structures
which are called the basiconian sensillae also in the

blowfly olfactory organ, the antennum. They respond
specifically to many different chemicals, but especially to
l-hexanol [1].
The response biosignals of insect olfactory sensor iue
the bioelectrical signals. The insect olfactory sensors send
bioelectrical signals as response and also spontaneously.
To stimulate properly adjusted the insect olfactory sensor
we need stimulus vapour in very low concentration. The
response signals of the insect olfactory sensor are action
potentials and often trains of action potentials which are
easily measured. They carry information about chemical

response experiment action potential trains of the olfactory

sensor are led by means of the microelectrodes to an
amplifier (Grass Pl6) connected to a DAT recorder
([EAC).
The responses were amlyzed by a time-to-voltage
converter (Tektronix TVC5OI) connected to a digltal

signal arnlyznr (Hewlett Packard). The time-voltage signal
representation is analogous in which time functions are
represented along the horizontal axis and action potential
rate along the vertical axis at each instant of action
potential time interval. The waveform can be stored for
later analysis on a PC disk.
RESI]LTS
Recordings were made from many different olfactory
sensillae of the blowfly antennum responding to different
odour chemicals. The responses of the sensors were
recorded to linear diamine stimuli and also butyric acid
stimuli, but it was inhibited by 80 pg l-hexanol on filter
paper. The responses to a 44 Stg l,4diaminobutane and 80
pg butyric acid are shown in the Fig. I and 2, reqpectively.
The other olfactory sensory cells responded to l-hexanol
stimuli, Fig.3.
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stimulating odour
and concentration
compounds. The measured biosignals are here handled by
a time voltage conversion technique.
properties
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METHOD
The blowflies were from the Oulu University fly
population. Females were selected for measurements. The
stimulus materials were (99% GC) l,4diaminobutane, 1,5diaminopentane, l-hexanol or butyric acid diluted in water

or

in

decade step. The actual stimulus was
produced by blowing clean air during I s time over a l0 pl
hexane

diluted diamine, alcohol or butyric acid sample pipetted on
filter paper. The filter paper was loaded in a Pasteur
pipette. The interstimulus interval was 2 min during which
clean air was blown to the olfactory sensor for cleaning off
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Fig.l. The action potential rate of the blowfly otfactory
sensor

to a 44 pg

l,4-diaminobutane stimulus

pipetted on filter paper.
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Fig.Z. The action potential rate of the blowfly olfactory
sensor to a 80 pg butyric acid stimulus. The
stimulus as in Figure
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Fig.4. (a), (b), and (c) The action potential rate of the

blowfly olfactory sensor to a 88 pg

1,5-

diaminoputane repetitive stimuli. The stimulus as in

The second response.

Figure
250

l.

CONCLUSION
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The olfactory sensor's response values are high to the

l,4daminobutane, and similar to the l,5diminopentane
and butyric acid odour stimulus, but it was inhibited with
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l-hexanol. According to this experiment this biosensor can
detect both butyric acid and l,4-diaminobutane if present

in the stimulus air flow. The odour stimulus was delivered

with means of filter paper method which is not very
-15.6
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Fig.3. The action potential rate of the blowfly olfactory
sensor to a 120 pg l-hexanol stimulus. The stimulus
as in Figure

l.

The tenth response.

The action potential rates of the sensor to a 88 lrg 1,5diaminoputane repetitive stimuli are shown in Figs. 4. (a),

accurate.

However, the response to diamine lasts only during
the stimulus. The butyric acid response lasts ten to twenty
seconds after the stimulus has stopped and the same sensor
was stimulated as previously. The sensor response value is

very high to the l-hexanol odour stimulus and similar

as

the diamine response.
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The sensitivity of the insect olfactory sensors is high
is also unique compared with other
sensors. Among alcohol sensors a hexanol sensor could be
the most sensitive, but it is not so easy to search. The

l/s

diamine and hexanol sensors can be easily identified.

Rate

According to this experiment the butyric acid sensor is not
inhibited by l-hexanol stimuli.
Because olfactory biosensor can be cheaply produced,
there are plenty of biological components, and they are
disposable both environment-friendly, these sensor could
open up new ways in bioanalytical chemistry. In the future

(b), and (c).

and its specificity

these otfactory sensors could be calibrated by the
technician, provided that tlre standard concentration of
stimulus vapours could be generated at low enough
concentrations. When comparing with the human olfactory
sensors, the insect olfactory sensors are supeö and in
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addition the insect olfactory sensors surpass existing limits
of technical sensors on terms of speed, selectivity,
specifi city and sensitivity.
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